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Expository Thinking Guide 

Content-Based Topic 

 

  Title of the Selection   Amazing Animals 
 

 

Genre: Nonfiction – Informational Text 

 

 

Topic of 

Selection 

 

Amazing Animals 

(Central Idea) 

Main Idea of 

Selection 

The mission of preserving and protecting animals for the future 

 

 

Main Idea of  

Each Paragraph 

Italicized Introduction to CRITTERCAM:  

Imagine diving in the Pacific Ocean and discover an animal with a 

camera. 

1. CRITTERCAM 

2. The more scientists learn about animals the more they can do 

to protect them and their habitats. 

The New Zoo 

3. Most zoos now mimic natural environments  

4. Zoos sponsor projects that do research in the wild. 

5. Focus On Brenda Morgan – protects Giant Pandas 

Tracking the Big One 

6. Researchers move Asian elephants where they can’t harm. 

7. Satellite tracking helps track a female elephant. 

 

 

Summary of the section: 

There is a mission for preserving and protecting animals. Programs like 

CRITTERCAM, modern zoos habitats, and satellite tracking help ensure 

the future for these amazing animals. 
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Topic of 

Selection 

 

Amazing Animals 

(Central Idea) 

Main Idea of 

Selection 

The mission of preserving and protecting animals for the future 

 

 

Main idea of  

each paragraph 

of the section 

Italicized Introduction to CRITTERCAM:  

Imagine diving in the Pacific Ocean and discover an animal with a 

camera. 

1. CRITTERCAM 

2. The more scientists learn about animals the more they can do 

to protect them and their habitats. 

The New Zoo 

3. Most zoos now mimic natural environments  

4. Zoos sponsor projects that do research in the wild. 

5. Focus On Brenda Morgan – protects Giant Pandas 

Tracking the Big One 

6. Researchers move Asian elephants where they can’t harm. 

7. Satellite tracking helps track a female elephant. 

 

Summary of the section: 

There is a mission for preserving and protecting animals. Programs like 

CRITTERCAM, modern zoos habitats, and satellite tracking help ensure 

the future for these amazing animals. 
 

 


